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DOHA: Home to gleaming skyscrapers and upmarket
shopping malls, World Cup host Qatar is also a conser-
vative Muslim country deeply attached to its customs
and traditions. Here are some of the cultural conven-
tions football fans should know when visiting the gas-
rich Gulf emirate, which, like other Arab nations, prides
itself on its hospitality.

Greetings and handshakes 
In public places, it is customary to stand up when

greeting others, particularly the elderly, as a sign of
respect. When men are greeting Qatari women, it is
best to wait for them to take the lead before reaching
for a handshake. Some prefer to avoid physical contact
with members of the opposite sex, often for religious
reasons.

By the same token, Qatari men might not always
offer a handshake when meeting women. Instead of a
handshake, Qataris often place their right hand over
their heart as a warm gesture of greeting. Public dis-
plays of affection, including kissing, should largely be
avoided. Holding hands, however, is generally accept-
ed. While use of English is ubiquitous in a country that
is 90 percent expat, a knowledge of basic Arabic
greetings and expressions of gratitude is greatly
appreciated by Qataris.

Shoes off 
If you are lucky enough to be invited into a Qatari

home, remember to take off your shoes before enter-
ing the house. When sitting with your legs crossed-in
any setting-it is considered rude if the soles of the feet
are facing the host. It is common for Qataris to eat by
hand from large communal plates placed on the floor-a
dining etiquette that dates back to Bedouin desert cul-
ture. And it is important to accept offerings by Qatari
hosts, as turning them down could be taken as an
offence.

Coffee culture 
Qatar shares the Gulf passion for Arabic coffee,

which is prepared by roasting coffee beans then boil-

ing them with cardamom and saffron. The yellowy, tea-
like brew is poured out of traditional, long-spouted
“dallah” pots into miniature cups and often served
with dates. The dallah, a cultural symbol across much
of the Gulf region, is even erected as a monument in

public spaces. When served to guests, it is customary
for hosts to try the coffee first, to test for taste. Guests
must always drink with their right hand. The coffee
keeps coming until you wave your cup to signal you
have had your fill.— AFP 
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In WCup tempest, 
an oasis of calm for 
fans with autism
DOHA: The calm and quiet is a stark contrast to the roar
of a World Cup football stadium. But it is quite deliber-
ate. For the first time at the tournament, special “sensory
rooms” have been created at three stadiums in Qatar
where children, teens and young adults with autism or
similar disabilities can retreat when the big-match
atmosphere becomes too much. FIFA president Gianni
Infantino has said Qatar 2022 will be “the most accessi-
ble World Cup ever”. There will also be commentaries
for the blind and unprecedented measures to get dis-
abled fans into stadiums.

There has been a “massive” response to the sensory
rooms, according to Alison Saraf, who is part of the proj-
ect as the founder of a shop to help autistic children in
Doha. Organizers say nearly all of the special stadium
and room tickets have been sold. For many people with
autism, noise is an agonizing experience. The rooms are
intended to help those who could become “over-
whelmed”, said Saraf. “It would be a calm place for them
to kind of relax and regulate,” she said.

‘Experience the game’ 
The cacophony from fans is an integral part of foot-

ball, but these World Cup oases of calm can be found in
the Al-Bayt stadium, the venue of the opening match, the
Lusail stadium where the final will be played on
December 18, and the Education City stadium that will
host eight games. There will be six other rooms near fan
zones around Doha. The rooms can accommodate at
least 10 people and have big tinted windows where the
fans can watch events in seclusion.

At Al-Bayt, there is soft lighting from fibre optical and
LED lamps, colored mattresses and sensory rugs that
offer a range of distracting, tactile fun for children and
youths for whom a football match may have long been
out of bounds. There are also noise-cancelling head-
phones, padded blankets to roll around on, and anti-
stress toys. “Sometimes it gets a bit too overwhelming
within the stadium bowl,” said Hala Ousta, FIFA’s diversi-
ty and accessibility manager.

Specialists want the spectators to spend as much
time as possible in their stadium seats. “It’s not meant to
be necessarily separation and a ‘them and us’ situation,”
said Saraf. “It really is to let them experience the game.
And then for them to slowly become used to it.” The
English club Watford opened a sensory room in 2016
and others have since followed suit. Discussions started
in Qatar in 2016 and sensory rooms were opened for the
FIFA Club World Cup in 2019 and the Arab Cup last
year. “This is the first time it’s happened in a World Cup
tournament,” said Mark Dyer, who is in charge of acces-
sibility for Qatar’s organizing committee.—AFP

DOHA: A fan from Indonesia plays football along the waterfront in Doha on November 14, 2022, ahead of the Qatar 2022 World Cup football tournament. —  AFP 

Ayew brothers lead 
Ghana into WCup
ACCRA: Ghana coach Otto Addo announced his
final World Cup squad on Monday with brothers
Andre and Jordan Ayew leading the west African
nation into action in Qatar. Andre Ayew, 32, was
part of the Ghana team that came close to becom-
ing the first African side to reach a World Cup
semi-final in 2010. Asamoah Gyan missed a penal-
ty in the last minute of extra-time after Luis
Suarez’s infamous handball to prevent a certain
Ghana goal. Ghana then lost in the ensuing penalty
shoot-out. Ayew, who also represented Ghana in
the 2014 World Cup, now plays his club football in
Qatar for Al-Sadd.

Goalkeepers: Abdul Nurudeen (Eupen/BEL),
Ibrahim Danlad (Asante Kotoko), Lawrence Ati
Zigi (St Gallen/SUI).  Defenders: Denis Odoi
(Bruges/BEL), Tariq Lamptey (Brighton/ENG),
Alidu Seidu (Clermont/FRA), Daniel Amartey
(Leicester/ENG), Joseph Aidoo (Celta Vigo/ESP),
Alexander Djiku (Strasbourg/FRA), Mohammed
Salisu (Southampton/ENG), Abdul Rahman Baba
(Reading/ENG), Gideon Mensah (Auxerre/FRA)

Midfielders: Andre Ayew (Al-Sadd/QAT),
Thomas Partey (Arsenal/ENG), Elisha Owusu
(Gent/BEL), Salis Abdul Samed (Lens/FRA),
Mohammed Kudus (Ajax/NED), Daniel Kofi
Kyereh (Freiburg/GER). - Forwards: Daniel Afriyie
Barnieh (Hearts of Oak/GHA), Kamal Sowah (Club
Brugge/BEL), Issahaku Abdul Fatawu
(Sporting/POR), Osman Bukari (Red Star
Belgrade/SRB), Inaki Williams (Athletic
Bilbao/ESP), Antoine Semenyo (Bristol
City/ENG), Jordan Ayew (Crystal Palace/ENG),
Kamaldeen Sulemana (Rennes/FRA).— AFP 

Iran name Azmoun 
in World Cup squad
DOHA: Iran named Sardar Azmoun, their star player
who has expressed support on several occasions for
the demonstrations in Iran, in their final 25-man World
Cup squad on Monday. Azmoun, who plays for
German club Bayer Leverkusen, tore a calf muscle in
early October and faces a fight to be fit for Iran’s first
match of the tournament against England in Qatar on
November 21. The 27-year-old forward has posted
several messages of support on social media for the
anti-government protests in Iran that were sparked by
the death of 22-year-old Mahsa Amini.

Rights groups say more than 300 people have died
in the unrest. Azmoun’s Instagram account, which has
five million followers, was at one point blocked for sev-
eral days before coming back online. Activists have
called on fans attending Iran’s matches at the World

Cup to chant Amini’s name. Iran also face Wales on
November 25 and the United States on November 29
in the group phase of the World Cup.

Goalkeepers: Amir Abedzadeh (Ponferradina/ESP),
Alireza Beiranvand (Persepolis), Hossein Hosseini
(Esteghlal), Payam Niazmand (Sepahan). - Defenders:
Sadegh Moharrami (Dinamo Zagreb/CRO), Ehsan
Hajsafi (AEK Athens/GRE), Shoja Khalilzadeh (Al
Ahli/QAT), Milad Mohammadi (AEK Athens/GRE),
Morteza Pouraliganji (Persepolis), Hossein Kanaani (Al
Ahli/QAT), Majid Hosseini (Kayserispor/TUR), Ramin
Rezaian (Sepahan), Abolfazl Jalali (Esteghlal)

Midfielders: Saeid Ezatolahi (Vejle BK/DEN),
Saman Ghoddos (Brentford/ENG), Ahmad Nourollahi
(Shabab Al-Ahli/UAE), Roozbeh Chechmi (Esteghlal),
Ali Karimi (Kayserispor/TUR). Forwards: Alireza
Jahanbakhsh (Feyenoord/NED), Mehdi Taremi
(Porto/POR), Karim Ansarifard (Omonia
Nicosia/CYP), Vahid Amiri (Persepolis), Mehdi Torabi
(Persepolis), Ali Gholizadeh (Charleroi/BEL), Sardar
Azmoun (Bayer Leverkusen/GER). - Coach: Carlos
Queiroz (POR). — AFP

DOHA: Parrots are displayed at a stall for sale in a market
area in Doha, ahead of the Qatar 2022 World Cup football
tournament. — AFP

KUWAIT: England’s Liverpool Football Club player Mohammad Salah arrived in Kuwait yesterday (Monday) to join the Egyptian National team, that is holding a training camp in Kuwait. Egypt
will play a match against Belgium on Friday at Jaber Stadium. The Egyptian team arrived in Kuwait Sunday in preparation for the match.


